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Mennonite women, whose lives stretched from the remaining years of the final century and the
early many years of the present one, were, for the main part, strong homemakers, mothers, and
farm wives. this type of women, Ruth Hershey of Lancaster County, Pennsylvania, saved a field
digicam close to her children, her homestead, her garden, and her drop-in company. yet as this
infrequent selection of photos (recently stumbled on by way of her grandson, a certified

photographer) shows, Mrs. Hershey recorded lifestyles with an strangely inventive flair.
"Recorded because it is through the clever lens of Ruth Hershey and the considerate
descriptions of Phyllis Pellman Good, the e-book is a hot and energetic portrait." -- Washington
publish
in view that I take pleasure in studying historical past and old Fiction books, this was once a
very good learn for purchasing a few perception into the lives of girls within the Mennonite group
within the early twentieth century. This booklet is a quick pictorial tale of the lifetime of Ruth
Hershey. She used to be no longer the stereo-typical stoic Mennonite woman. the images have
been taken by way of Ruth herself with a field digicam and her grandson (also a photographer)
preserved the pictures for this particular collection.
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